Abstract. { Rotating uid systems can display large scale asymmetries about the equator.
Introduction. { In the study of rotating uids there are often important and interesting departures from equatorial symmetry (see e.g. 1]). Such asymmetries can be explained by factors external to the system being studied, but symmetry-breaking can also occur spontaneously in the system itself 2]. Recent work on symmetry breaking via on-o intermittency 3] could be relevant to such systems, however such work considers symmetry-breaking in phase space and it is by no means clear how this is observed in the space-time behaviour of the system 4].
We consider an axisymmetric rotating uid system con ned in a volume such that the boundary conditions have equatorial symmetry (e.g. sphere, torus, cylinder). Let A be a physical property of the system (vector or scalar), whose evolution is governed by a system of equations. We consider the governing equations to possess both symmetric and antisymmetric solutions with respect to re ection in the equatorial plane, ! ? ; A ! A; symmetric (S); ! ? ; A ! ?A; antisymmetric (A): (1) Typeset using EURO-L a T E X 2 
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Here is an angle measured from the equator (e.g. latitude). We can use this notation for both vector and scalar solutions, because in axisymmetric geometry vectors can be symmetric or antisymmetric on re ection in the equatorial plane. Symmetric vectors are called polar, or \pseudo", and antisymmetric are called axial, or \skew". The curl operator r changes polar vectors to axial vectors and vice versa, as does vector multiplication. This is because the re ection changes the handedness (or chirality) of the coordinate system. The requirement that there exist solutions with both symmetries is satis ed by a wide class of di erential equations partial (PDE's) and ordinary (ODE's) used to study the behaviour of rotating uids (see e.g. 5] Ch. 10).
Such symmetries de ne invariant subspaces in phase space and we can consider an attractor possessing S or A as it becomes unstable to perturbations which are transverse to the invariant subspace. This symmetry-breaking can be de ned as the development of a positive Lyapunov exponent transverse to the invariant subspace 6]. In solving a system of ODE's, or PDE's by nite di erence or spectral methods, the solutions can be represented as the evolution of a vector x in R n . The symmetries A and S form a group which is isomorphic to Z 2 , thus any solution can be written as x = x a + x s , where the subscripts indicate the appropriate symmetry. We consider a solution with one of these symmetries (S say) that becomes unstable to perturbations of the opposite symmetry. In studies of on-o intermittency, destabilisation by transverse perturbations is often modelled as a skew-product mapping _ x a = F(x s )G(x a ; ); _ x s = H(x s ) (2) (compare with 3], 7]). As the bifurcation parameter passes through a critical value > c the driving via F(x s ) causes the invariant subspace x a = 0 to become unstable. The notation in (2) di ers from that normally used in studies of on-o intermittency in that the invariant subspaces of phase space are represented with the spatial symmetries from which they derive. Moreover the structure of the equations governing the system is such that the spaces represented by S and A are isomorphic, thus this is a special case of on-o intermittency.
We now ask whether this special structure (derived from the physics of the rotating system) can modify the intermittent behaviour. In studying a numerical simulation of an astrophysical dynamo (8) , two important behaviours were observed. Firstly the evolution in the driving system x s was periodic on a 2-torus (i.e. two locked frequencies), and the response of the driven system was very simple, G(x a ; ) x a . Secondly the skew-product structure of the map was broken with the evolution of the driving system being given by _ x s = H(x s ; (x a ))
where (x a ) was constant for jx a j and produced a rapid evolution of x s for values of jx a j just above this threshold, such that the forcing function F(x s ) then produced a rapid decay in jx a j and the system returned very close to the just unstable subspace. Thus (2) becomes,
An example of this behaviour is shown in g. 1.
Scaling behaviour of the intermittency. { To quantify the equatorial symmetry-breaking we de ne the observable P(x) which maps from phase space onto the interval +1,-1],
where E(x) is a global measure of the solution x, such as its total energy. P(x) (henceforward referred to as its value P with the mapping being understood) is highly non-invertible, since the invariant subspaces with symmetries A and S become the xed points 1, and any dynamics within them will be hidden. If we consider the destablisation of a periodic attractor 3 possessing symmetry S (say) and apply P to (3) we obtain a scalar equation which gives the following mapping when stroboscopically sampled at the higher frequency of the former attractor, r n+1 ? r n = f(n)r n . Here we make the transformation r = 1 ? P, so as to move the just unstable xed point to 0 and the mapping is nonautonomous because we are representing the forcing from x s via the periodic term f(n) (this now has the modulation frequency of the motion on the T 2 torus, cf g. 1). If there is no amplitude modulation (i.e. we have a simple limit cycle) then f(n) is no longer oscillatory. We resolve f(n) into time-averaged and oscillating parts, f(n) = f(n)+f(n) and use averaging theory for near-periodic forcing ( 9] Ch. 4). If the time-averaged part is zero, then we have the phenonemon similar to a \bubbling" attractor 10], with periodic forcing acting as the signal causing the bubbling. Supposing it to be non-zero, we normalise to 1 and represent the stability by a bifurcation parameter , r n+1 ? r n = (1 ?f(n))r n ; 0 < r n < : r n+1 = m(2 ? r n ) M ; r n < 2:
(5) This mapping represents the intermittency as a slow spiralling out from the former attractor with a catasrophic collapse back onto it. M determines the probability distribution of the returns, for M large they will be clustered close to 0, and m is chosen so that the mapping is continous at . The return mechanism is not uniquely derived from (3), as it represents merely one possible form of catastophic return, but the spiralling outwards is well de ned. When plotted as a time series P(t) we obtain structures which resemble stalactites or icicles hanging from the roof of a cave, This spiralling out is observed in the Pomeau-Manneville mechanism 11], what is remarkable in the present case is that the oscillations grow in an almost exactly self-similar fashion for very many orders of magnitude ( such growth has been observed for 15 orders of magnitude in the solutions of (8)). This coherence allows us to consider the intermittency as a series of burst which resemble each other exactly except that they have di erent starting points, we call such bursts \icicles". For an initial small perturbation, r 0 , the mapping can be written as a di erential equation and integrated to determine N, the number of oscillations before r > ,
The second term on the right hand side will be negligible for su ciently large N, hence N = (log ? logr 0 )= : In the present case the physics of the mechanism is such that 1 is constant with respect to and r 0 , because when x a and x s are of similar magnitude the forcing mechanism suddenly collapses and the trajectory collapses suddenly back onto the invariant subspace with symmetry S. Thus there is a natural global scale for the intermittency, which is possibly derived from the spatial aspects of the symmetry-breaking. Using log 0 and denoting the probability distribution of the returns by (r o ), the average length of the icicles is given by hNi = ?1 Z 0 ? log r 0 (r 0 )dr 0 :
Here we can take outside the integral because the return mechanism is independent of the bifurcation parameter. This ?1 scaling has been found for on-o intermittency 8] and the type III intermittency of the Pomeau-Manneville model 11]. Lai 12] distinguishes two classes of on-o intermittency according to the nature of the reinjection mechanism. In Class I, there is a gap between the invariant subspace and closest approach of the reinjections, this gives a scaling of ? with > 0. In Class II the probability distribution is smooth right up to the invariant subspace and the reinjections come arbitrarily close, producing a scaling of the form j log j where > 0. In the icicle mechanism described here, the returns can come arbitrarily 4 EUROPHYSICS LETTERS close to 0 in the mapping (5), but the scaling behaviour is as for Class I with = 1. This is essentially due to the existence of a global scaling for the icicle mechanism.
Observation of the intermittency in a PDE. { We now compare the above theory with the behaviour of the solutions of two coupled partial di erential equations (PDE's) arising from the solution of the mean-eld dynamo equation in astrophysics, @B=@t = r (u B + B ? r B); (8) This represents the generation of magnetic eld in a rotating turbulent uid. B is the magnetic eld, u the rotational velocity, represents a parameterization of the ampli cation of magnetic eld by turbulence under the organising e ect of the Coriolis force, and is the magnetic di usivity (dominated by turbulence rather than molecular di usion). Turbulence plays a role in both the creation and destruction of the eld, and the breaking of the re ection symmetry of the turbulent velocity eld by the Coriolis force is crucial to the working of the dynamo (see e.g. 13]).
In axisymmetric geomety (8) (8) we see that they represent the two symmetries S and A de ned in (1). These symmetries are fundamental to the physics and the icicle mechanism has been observed in models with di erent geometries, boundary conditions and rotation laws 14]. The results analysed in this paper were obtained from a dynamo operating in a toroidal volume surrounded by vacuum and with a Keplerian rotation law. Toroidal geometry can be described by a coordinate set ( ; ; ) where is a radial coordinate, gives the angle from the equatorial plane and is the usual azimuthal angle. For reasons of numerical convenience we rede ne the radial coordinate s = exp( ? 0 ) where 0 represents the boundary of the torus. We de ne the following scalar functions = sin =(1 + B 2 ), c = cosh ? cos and $ = sinh =c, this last term is the distance from the rotation axis. The rotation is Keplerian u $ ?3=2^ (there are no problems with singularities on the rotation axis since this is outside the torus). The coe cients of (9) It will be seen that these terms possess the symmetry properties described above. For more details see 15, 16].
We x C = ?1000 producing a one parameter system. As C increases through C c = 5:6 the symmetry S is broken producing the intermittency shown in g. 1. Because the integrations are expensive in computing time we measure not < N > but a \typical" icicle, i.e. we always start from the same initial condition. This is chosen to be a solution just below the bifurcation point that is decaying to a solution with P = +1, (i.e. perfect S symmetry). We have checked that this is, in fact, the typical condition produced by the reinjection mechanism. We now vary the bifurcation parameter, = C ?C c , and count the time until the reinjection mechanism is triggered (since the oscillations are periodic this also measures N). The time unit is a di usion time, i.e. the time in which the eld di uses to e ?1 of its value in the absence of source terms. Figure 2 plots log(T) against the logarithm of the control parameter, of the dynamo PDE.
The slope of the curve approaches -1 towards the bifurcation point, thus a \typical" icicle scales with ?1 as predicted by the analysis of the icicle mechanism (3,5).
Conclusion. { The results presented here show that consideration of the spatial symmetries of a rotating system can lead to a modi cation of on-o intermittency, such that the focus of interest becomes the destabilisation of a periodic rather than a chaotic attractor. The just-unstable attractor (still stable to perturbations within the invariant subspace) lies on a 2-torus and excites by resonance a torus in a transverse subspace. This produces a slow spiralling out from the former attractor and a sudden collapse back onto it. The collapse occurs when the magnitudes of solutions, represented by the two tori in phase space, are of the same order, thus providing a global order of magnitude for the intermittency. Such behaviour is clearly one possible consequence of spontaneous equatorial symmetry-breaking. The extent to which the spatial symmetries of a system necessarily constrain on-o intermittency is an interesting topic for future investigation. 
